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RUNOFF RUNDOWN
Tracy claims
presidency
in SG election

Isabelle Khurshudyan

IKHURSHUDYAN@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Colin Campbell

CCAMPBELL@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM
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President-elect Kenny Tracy (top) and treasurer-elect Coy Gibson
celebrate their victories in the Russell House Wednesday evening.
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RUSSELL HOUSE WOES
Union far behind
improvements
at other schools
Expansions to Russell House
unlikely in the near future
Kathryn Kranjc

KKRANJC@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

EDITOR’S NOTE
The following article is the third part of a three-day
series that details the many problems USC faces with
its current student union. Tuesday’s story focused on
the space constraints in the Russell House and how
they affect student organizations and the student
body as a whole. Wednesday’s story examined the
deterioration of the building since its construction
57 years ago and its many deferred maintenance
needs. Today’s concluding installment looks into the
administration’s plans to remedy these issues and
what changes other universities have made.
USC isn’t the only school in the southeast to
outgrow its student union, but compared to other
universities, South Carolina is lagging in its efforts
to expand.

Thursday
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Part III of III
At Clemson University, a 108,000 square-foot
student center was completed in 2000 in addition to
the school’s 36-year-old university union. According
to Clemson’s website, the $17.5 million Hendrix
Student Center was funded through private gifts,
student fees and bond proceeds and features a student
bank, food courts and meeting rooms.
The University of Tennessee currently plans on
opening its new 395,000 square-foot union by 2016.
UT’s current structure is about the same size as the
Russell House at 210,000 square feet and the addition
is budgeted at $130 million.
North Carolina State University spent $120 million
to redo its union, which is expected to open in 2014.
The new building will feature an added 77,000 square
feet to the structure’s current 169,000, an atrium to
allow visibility of all floors, dining venues and overall
increased meeting space for student organizations,
according to NC State University Architect Lisa
Johnson.
Johnson said the building was overdue for an
RUSSELL ● 4

USC will offer four-year athletic
scholarships in the future, as opposed
to one-year renewable scholarships,
according to President Harris Pastides.
The timeline for implementing that
change, however, has not yet been
established.
“I think all of our scholarships ought to
be with the understanding that we expect
you to keep it all four years,” Pastides
told The Daily Gamecock Wednesday
afternoon. “It’s that way now, except the
offer is for one year. It’s more like, ‘We’ll
see how you do.’ Then you come back in
at the end of the year and meet with your
coach, and you’ve got it. We’re going to
change that to be that the expectation
is that they have it for four years, but if
things are not going well and you’re not
holding up your end of the bargain, we’re
going to call you in and tell you that
you’re not holding up your end of the
bargain.”
In a vote on Feb. 17, 62.1 percent of
the 330 Division I schools voted for an
override of the NCAA legislation that
gives schools the option to offer multiyear
scholarships, coming in just short of the
62.5 percent required, according to the
NCAA.
Pa s t ide s s a id he vot e d a g a i n s t
overriding the rule, as did the majority
of the SEC.
A document obtained by the Chronicle
of H igher Educat ion showed t hat
Alabama, LSU, Tennessee and future
SEC member Texas A&M were the
only schools in the conference to vote
for the override, although the SEC as a
conference did not. Clemson also voted
to override.
Pastides said that it’s up to Athletics
Director Eric Hyman to work with
coac he s a nd deter m i ne wh at t he
requirements for maintaining the fouryear scholarship would be for each sport.
He compared the athletics scholarships
to academic in-state lottery scholarships
that are renewed each year based on
students’ academic performance.
Though athletics scholarships lack
such a quantitative threshold, Pastides
said if a student-athlete isn’t meeting
expectations, then they won’t keep their
scholarship. Just as the state regulates
t he sta ndard for lot ter y academ ic
scholarships, the coaches will interpret
what the standard is.
“I think with an athletic scholarship, it
ought to be that you follow the team rules
and that you basically do what’s asked,”
Pastides said. “That doesn’t mean that
you run for a thousand yards. That’s the
issue — it’s not, ‘How good are you?,’ it’s,
‘Are you doing what’s being asked?’”
A s far as what const it utes doing
what’s asked, Pastides said that included
following team rules, which differ from
team to team; making good grades; and
doing it “in the right spirit.”
Examples of what constitute grounds
for being k icked of f a team would
include, he said, a student-athlete who
was skipping class, flunking out, violating
team rules or causing the team to suffer
because of an attitude problem. Pastides
said judgment would mostly be left up to
the coaches because they know better if
it’s a pattern of breaking rules.
A student-athlete wouldn’t be dropped,
though, if he or she had an injury or was
not, for example, running fast enough
despite his or her best efforts, Pastides
said. He argued if a coach recruited a
player, he knew how fast the studentathlete runs, and if it was good enough
when the coach was recruiting him
or her out of high school, it should be
ATHLETICS ● 3

Opera at USC

Women left out

Women’s tennis

62°

The four-act romantic
comedy “Martha” will
open at Drayton Hall
this weekend.

43°

See page 6

Columnist Emily Anderson says congressional hearing on birth
control rights lacked
women’s perspective.

The Gamecocks beat
No. 17 Clemson 4-3
at the Carolina Tennis
Center, the first win
against the Tiger
since 2006.
See page 10
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USC to offer
four-year athletic
scholarships
Pastides: Longer duration
benefits student-athletes,
university at large

Gibson wins treasurer race,
concluding political contests

Kenny Tracy was elected student body president
Wednesday night, edging out opponent and current
Student Body Vice President Emily Saleeby with
52.58 percent of the vote.
Minutes before, Coy Gibson was elected student
body treasurer with 54.11 percent of the vote.
Gibson defeated opponent Yousef Ibreak in a
surprise runoff caused by a sole write-in vote cast
in the neck and neck general treasurer election last
week.
The highly contested election brought about
80 more votes to the treasurer race, according to
posted election results, another first, since turnout
generally drops in runoff contests.
The race for the presidency saw its share of
controversy as well, as multiple allegations of
violations were brought against Tracy’s campaign
and were subsequently dropped. Among them:
offering cabinet positions to potential supporters,
using a university-owned table on Greene Street
and campaigning during a karaoke rendition of
Bon Jovi’s “Livin’ on a Prayer” at a Carolina After
Dark event.
But that was all forgotten Wednesday; Tracy
characterized his feelings after the win as “pure
joy.”
“I didn’t know what to think,” Tracy said. “It
was just a wild ride. I’m proud of all my supporters
and what they were able to do for me. Now the real
work begins.”
Surrounded by friends, family and campaign
supporters, Tracy beamed and pumped his fists
after the announcement and immediately detached
himself from the crowd to congratulate Saleeby on
a good race. He never caught up with her, however,
as Saleeby made a hasty exit from the Russell House
moments after the election was called.
When contacted later over the phone, Saleeby
said she had taken the opportunity to collect her
thoughts and emotions.
“I’m extremely proud of Kenny. I know he’ll
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know a hero?
we’re not talking about
somebody in a cape.
we’re talking about somebody who
stood up, spoke up, took charge or
helped out in a sƟcky situaƟon,
large or small,
that really meant a lot to you.
nominate them at
www.sa.sc.edu/shs/savip/hero
we’ll recognize them at the
Hero Awards Banquet March 21 at 9 a.m.
in the Capstone Room
USC StandUp
StandUpSAVIP
Standup-Carolina.blogspot.com

52.58 %

47.42%

TRACY: 1571

SALEEBY: 1417

54.11%

45.89%

GIBSON: 1647
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do a great job,” she said. “He’s a very
smart, intelligent, well-rounded guy. I
think he’ll make a large difference at this
university.”
Saleeby said she hopes to serve on
Tracy’s cabinet next year but is focusing
on enjoying her last weeks as vice
president.
A tearful Gibson said he was thankful
for the dedication of his campaign
member s a nd suppor ter s a nd for
everyone who voted for him.
“It’s just utter gratitude,” Gibson said.
“Gratitude to everyone who put in the
hours and helped with the campaign and
everyone who voted in the runoff. I’m on
cloud nine right now.”
Ibreak, an unusual first-year executive
candidate, cast himself as the underdog
and said he was impressed with the sheer
voter turnout on his behalf.
“I love my supporters,” Ibreak said.
“We had a great showing, and we
definitely put our presence out there.”
Vice President-elect Chase Mizzell,
who won his general race by all but
one vote last week, said he was looking
forward to being a part of the new
administration.
“I’m excited to get to work,” Mizzell
said. “We’ve got a lot of awesome things
planned in the next year. We have a lot to

IBREAK: 1397
prove and the passion to do it.”
In Saleeby’s absence after the results
were posted, Austin Jackson, president
pro tempore of the senate and an avid
Saleeby supporter, spoke to the spirit of
her campaign.
“We fought the good fight,” Jackson
said. “I do not regret backing a candidate
I believe in ... Now that Kenny Tracy is
the president-elect, it is my hope he will
reach out to both Emily Saleeby and
John Cuenin supporters alike and unify
us in something we all believe in — a
better Carolina.”
As minutes ticked on, and the last
hugs and handshakes were doled out,
campaign supporters trickled out. The
election — violations, surprise write-in
votes and all — had fi nally come to an
end.
Pe rh ap s t o c o n g r at u l at e t he i r
candidate, a group of Tracy supporters
lingered, and, as the second-floor lobby
emptied out, they began singing in
celebration.
But maybe it was just their salute to
the end of all the mayhem — and the
allegations.
They were, after all, singing “Livin’ on
a Prayer.”
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/news
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Athletics Director Eric Hyman (center) and President Harris Pastides are among the
university leaders that will implement the four-year scholarships in the near future.
ATHLETICS ● Cont. from 1
good enough to keep the
scholarship.
Whether the studentathlete plays is up to the
coach and what he or she
feels is best for the team.
USC football coach
Steve Spurrier has
been outspoken in his
opposition to multiyear
scholarships.
“I just believe you’ve
got to earn your way in
life, and they think as
soon as you sign a kid,
you owe him four years,”
Spurrier said last October.
“I don’t look at it that way.
When you sign up for a
job in life, very few times
do you get guaranteed
four years.”
Pastides said that he
talked to Spurrier about
his intent ion to make
athletic scholarships fouryear commitments and
that once the legislation
was clarified, Spurrier was
supportive.
“ We’ve had a good
meeting of the minds,”
Pastides said. “I think
t hat he k nows t hat as
long as, for the reasons
I descr ibed, he ca n

[choose to] not renew an
individual scholarship,
he has no problem with
it. He specifically said
that’s what they do all
the time any way, so I
think that was somewhat
exaggerated that he was
outspoken against it. I
think in an earlier version,
he may have thought it
was required and that
there was no opportunity
for a coach to comment
on the attitude of the
student.”
Past ides sa id t he
NC A A does not have
specific guidelines for
what constitutes a good or
bad reason for revoking
a four-year scholarship,
and the scholarships don’t
necessarily have to be
four years long. A team

also isn’t required to offer
every athlete a multiyear
schola rsh ip, t hough
Pastides intends to offer
every student-athlete four
years.
In the case of a fifthy e a r s e n ior, a c o ac h
would be able to offer a
one-year scholarship to
the student-athlete.
“Each sport is on
a d i f f e r e n t c y c l e ,”
Pa st ide s sa id. “ T he
exact implementat ion
will depend on where
we are in that cycle, but
anything going forward
from here on in, it would
be my expectation that
we would work on that
four-year commitment.”
Hyman recommended
t wo-year scholarships
as opposed to the four-

year scholarships in an
interview with The Daily
Gamecock on Feb. 14.
He said t he f irst
year would ser ve as a
transitional year, since,
as a freshman, a studentat h le t e m a y s t i l l b e
adjusting. The second
year wou ld operate
how the first year does
no w u n d e r H y m a n’s
recommendation, as the
scholarship would have to
be renewed on a year-byyear basis.
Past ides said t hat a
four-year commitment
b et t er b e nef it s b ot h
t h e s t u d e n t- a t h l e t e
and the university, as it
encourages athletes to
graduate within that time
frame.
“It’s a n in-bet ween
ide a ,” Pa s t ide s s a id .
“ I u nder st a nd where
[ Hy man] was com ing
from, but I think people

still believe this is a more
radical change than it is.
In other words, I want
our student-athletes to
be treated the same way
all of our students are
when they’re offered a
scholarship. You’re asking
a person to come to the
Un i v e r s it y of S o ut h
Carolina, so you don’t
want to do a bait and
switch. You either want
the person, or you’re not
sure you want the person.
If you’re not sure you
want the person, don’t
offer them a scholarship
... Whether it’s a promise
for two years or for four
years, I think that’s a
subtle difference. I think
the university benefits
from a four-year because
it gives you the confidence
in that they really want
me for who I am.”
O n S i g n i n g D a y,
Flor ida coach W ill

Muschamp and Auburn
coach Gene Ch izik
c on f i r me d t h at t he y
offered their incoming
class four-year
scholarships.
Since schools in the
SEC are moving towards
signing student-athletes
such scholarships,
Past ides believes t hat
it w i l l e vent u a l ly b e
t he nor m at a l l t he
conference’s schools.
“I think we all
w i l l (of fer fou r -ye a r
scholarships), because
we live in a competitive
world,” he said. “One or
t wo SEC schools said
they were against this,
but now that it’s passed,
I t hink t hey’re going
to have a hard time not
doing it.”
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/
news
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upgrade, as NC State’s
headcount has more than
doubled from 14,000 to
33,000 students since
the original union was
built in 1972.
Joh nson sa id most
of the decisions for the
new building, from the
consulting company to
the design structure,
were led by NC State’s
Student Center board of
directors, a student-run
advisory committee that
operates separately from
student government.
“ I t ’s b e e n a v e r y
interact ive process,”
Joh nson sa id. “[ T he
board] was very active in
coming to all the design
meetings and getting
feedback f rom ot her
students. It really took
t he st udent s get t i ng
beh ind it to make it
happen.”
NC St ate pa id for
the renovations partly
t h r o u g h “g r a d u a t e
fees,” allowing current
students who wouldn’t
use the new union to
bypass larger payment
increases. Johnson said
this arrangement made
students more receptive
to the renovation plans.
Look ing at t he
number of other
universities that have
made add it ions to
their unions, including
University of Georgia
a nd L S U, R u s s e l l
House Director K im
Mc M a hon f e el s t he

t i me is r ight for a
change. USC’s Russell
House stands at 218,000
square feet, the same
size it was when it was
last expanded in 1976.
Mc M a hon’s re c ord s
show that the building
received nearly 1 million
visitors in Fall 2011 and
ser ves as t he cent ral
hub for nearly 30,000
students.
“The student body has
grown, other buildings
have been updated, but
Russell House is still
the center of campus,”
McMahon said.
The Office of
Student Affairs agrees,
which is why officials
are currently working
on a draft for a selfa s se s sment st ud y to
determine the next step
for the Russell House
— possibly an expansion
toward Bull Street or a
new satellite building
near the westward end
of campus, according
to V ice President of
Student A ffairs Jerr y
Brewer. The self-study
would hire consultants
to assess the needs of
the campus and would
i nvol ve a s u r ve y t o
g a t h e r s t u d e nt a n d
faculty opinion on what
should be done with the
Russell House.
In addition to
expanding the ballroom
to f it 1, 20 0, Brewer
sa id he is i nterested
in studying the area’s
t raf f ic pat ter ns to
figure out how to ease

Flu.
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circulation and possibly
conver t t he adjacent
portion of Greene Street
into a patio.
“I don’t think the main
front-door plaza should
be asphalt,” Brewer said.
“We would talk through
[ Vehicle Management
and Parking Services]
to discuss ... if we really
need veh ic le t r a f f ic
on Greene and if we
really need all t hese
thoroughfares.”
Fut ure goals aside,
the study still must be
fi nalized and submitted
to the board of trustees
for approval and
f unding. Brewer said
these kinds of studies
range in cost and that
“we want to hire the
right expertise.”
He did ment ion
t hat Housing’s st udy
to deter m i ne pla ns
for Patterson cost just
under $200,000 and that
the $50 million Strom
Thu r mond Well ness
a n d F it n e s s C e nt e r
was paid for wit h an
additional student fee
of $105, but he would
like to see USC remodel
how it funds the student
union.
But that’s all in the
future.
Even if the university
had all its plans finalized
a nd $10 0 m i l l ion to
spend, Brewer said USC
wouldn’t see any changes
to the Russell House for
at least another seven or
eight years.
“The union study isn’t
making any decisions;
it would be collecting
d at a ,” B r e w e r s a id .
“Th is project wou ld
be a communit y
responsibilit y. If you
don’t do something but
ever y 50 years, you’d
better do it right.”
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/
news
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Mentors left without
raises in budget cuts

Scholarship change
benefits all parties
University officials are making a major
change to the way South Carolina issues
athletic scholarships to incoming studentathletes. Instead of issuing traditional oneyear scholarships to incoming athletes,
coaches and recruiters can now guarantee
up to four years
of scholarship to
“Anything the
an athlete if they
so choose.
university can
Above all,
do to ensure
it ’s c le a r t h at
student-athletes t h i s a l l o w s a
leg up on t he
are given a fair
recruitment
opportunity is a
trail that largely
determines
change we can
the strength of
stand behind.”
ou r at h let ics
programs.
While SEC powerhouses such as Florida and
Auburn adopted the four-year scholarship
option this past recruiting season, South
Carolina can now say “us too!” Studentathletes can consider a four-year offer from
USC against most other offers that only
provide a one-year guarantee.
At the same time, this gives students
a sense of sec u r it y a s t hey prog re ss
through the programs. This won’t affect
our student-athlete stars, but will instead
affect the athletes who weren’t sure whether
or not they’d be offered a scholarship to
return for the next season. Anything the
university can do to ensure students are
given a fair opportunity is a change we can
stand behind.
The University of South Carolina has
continually fought to rid itself of the stigma
of being a second-tier SEC program, and
this change that brings us in line with many
perennial heavyweights can only help that
cause. If Florida and Auburn offer these
multiyear scholarships, we probably should
too — if for no other reason than to remain
competitive.
Hopefully, for the reputation of USC
and the entertainment of all the fans that
support our programs, this will help draw
in more Marcus Lattimores and Michael
Roths while helping out those further down
the depth charts as well.

Lack of representation on panel unjust
GOP fails to invite women
to birth control hearing
A panel spoke at last Thursday’s
Congressional hearing to discuss
President Barack Obama’s proposed
b i r t h c o nt r ol p ol ic y r e q u i r i n g
employers to provide contraceptives
to their workers without a co-pay.
Controversy arose surrounding the fact
that religiously affiliated
employers would not be
exempt from the law,
despite t he fact t hat
many religions denounce
the use of birth control.
Members of Thursday’s
panel were “experts”
Emily
Anderson on the topic, chosen by
House Rep. Darrel Issa
Second-year
English student
to act as representatives
of five different religious
sects that have vested interest in the
issue of contraceptives.
T he a rg u ment s m ade ag a i n st
O b a m a’s p l a n a r e l o g i c a l a n d
struct urally sound. Its dissenters
believe that a compulsory contraception
law would violate the separation of
church and state as well as the religious
freedoms of employers who do not
condone the use of birth control.
The public outcry created by the
hearing was not over the fact that
religious sects were protesting Obama’s
new policy. It was over the fact that the
panel on Thursday assembled to discuss
a law that would affect women’s rights,
all of the representatives were men.
Rep. Carolyn Maloney, D-NY, was
one of three people who refused to
stay for the entirety of the hearing,
walking out to protest the lack of
female representation. Before leaving,
Maloney asked Issa the question on
the minds of many upset by the panel:

“Where are the women?”
Women were not present at the
hearing because they were not invited.
In fact, House Democrats had tried
to talk Republicans into allowing a
woman to speak on Thursday, but were
unsuccessful. Issa rejected their choice
on the grounds that the Georgetown
University law student had “become
energized over this issue” and that she
was “not appropriate or qualified.”
House Democrats consequentially
held an unofficial hearing shortly after
Thursday’s panel to give their female
representative an opportunity to testify
in favor of Obama’s policy. However,
the GOP-controlled Committee on
House Administration persuaded the
recording studio to block the hearing
from being broadcast on TV.
The lack of female representation
on Issa’s panel can be explained by
the fact that the ordination of women
is rare in most religions, including
those represented on Thursday. Issa
also reportedly said that “the hearing
[was] not about reproductive rights
and contraception but instead about ...
freedom of religion and conscience,”
and that the Democratic representative
was not well versed in religion and
could not provide legitimate testimony.
In that case, Issa should have found
a way to include women in the process.
He could have allowed women to
testify as non-experts, or invited an
unordained female religious expert
to speak or simply saw to it that the
Democratic hearing be broadcast.
Excluding women altogether from
the hearing was an insulting and, as
said by Democratic spokesperson Drew
Hammill, “leaves us only to think that
the House Republican leadership is
acting out yet again to silence women
on the topic of women’s health.”

A s a teenager and college
student, I believe we all can agree
that our “home away from home”
is our school. Our teachers act
as stand-in parents for the time
that we are in their care; we trust
them to make the good decisions
to help us better ourselves and
they deserve much more credit
for it than they receive. So all
I could do was shake my head
as state lawmakers
p u t t he m s e l v e s
into posit ion to
cancel raises for
new state National
Boa rd- cer t if ied
teachers.
T h e r e h a s n’t
Dashawn
been a raise for
Bryant
state instructors
First-year Print
in four years. This
journalism
do e s not a f fec t
student
teachers who are
already certified
or are in the process of being
certified, but it does give the
impression that those who are
doing very well will be passed
over. As we all know, there are
many things that need attention
in our country — such as the
failing economy and the steady
rising unemployment. Still, a
couple of dollars couldn’t be put
aside to supply teachers with a
“job well done” gift?
There is some suppor t ,
however, as Democrat s are
reportedly in favor of a 2 percent
raise in salary. Countering the
Democrats’ support, Republican
state Rep. Jim Merril said, “Last
I checked, (Democrats) were not
in the majority ... We still have
to be cognizant of other needs
to state government ... so we are
going to try to be fair.”
Although test scores haven’t
increased significantly in the past
couple of years, instructors don’t
shoulder all of the blame. They’re
poorly supplied in schools with
kids that do not want to learn.
The fact that it’s been half a
decade since they’ve seen a raise
is appalling.

Model highlights overlooked issue at USC
‘Plus-sized’ model shows how media
idolizes unnatural appearances
As part of Carolina Beautiful Week, a plus-sized
model who won the reality TV show, “America’s
Next Top Model,” visited campus on Tuesday night.
Whitney Thompson, who is by no means overweight
or unhealthy, gave an inspiring talk that served as a
reminder of how young people need to learn to love
their bodies. The model addressed eating disorders,
her journey through the modeling world and the
falsified images that the average person compares
herself to.
In the United States, there are no laws setting a
minimum BMI or age requirement for modeling. This
sets a standard for a very thin and unrealistic image
that the typical woman can never achieve. American
society creates a world where women believe from an
early age that they are supposed to have that perfect
body in order to attain happiness.
Many people brush this issue off as trivial, or a phase

that all young people go through, but it is a daily reality
for females across the nation that leads them toward
unhealthy lifestyles. Ads in magazines, on television
and online display extremely thin and heavily edited
women.
It is frustrating to hear girls talk about
their hopes to transform into Victoria’s
Secret models. They fail to recognize
that these models are airbrushed and
have had plastic surgery, and it does not
help that society puts these supermodels
on such a high pedestal either.
Lauren
There is so much for students to focus
Stefan
on
in college; it is a shame to think
Fourth-year
that
people waste any bit of their time
International
Studies student
obsessing over body parts and pant sizes.
It is unfair to hold yourself to a number
standard to evaluate your health and
attractiveness. As Thompson said, “Beauty is not a
size.”
What people forget is that bodies are supposed to
be different. We all have different heights and weights
that match up to corresponding body types. It is more

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
V ie w p o i nt s p a g e i s t o s t i m u l at e
discussion in the University of South
Carolina community.
All published authors are expected
to provide logical arguments to back
their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers
three methods of expression: letters to
the editor, guest columns and feedback
on dailygamecock.com.
Letters and g uest columns
shou ld b e s ubm it ted v ia em a i l to
g a m e c o c k e d it o r @ s c . e d u . L e t t e r s
must be 200 to 300 words in length

attractive to be unique and look healthy than to have
the “ideal” appearance of a stick.
Thompson also mentioned the importance of
surrounding oneself with positive and accepting
people. There are people that will love every last inch
of you because of more than your physical appearance.
Young people need to aim to break the standards
and start to idolize the females that are successful and
beautiful for what they do with their minds and souls,
not because of their bodies. Until more people like
Thompson speak out to fight against the standards, the
future is grim for creating a healthier, happier America.
I congratulate Carolina Productions for this event.
This topic is one that all too often gets overlooked by
the time teenagers enter college. But it is never too
late to transform your self-perception. Society must
continually fight to ensure that people understand and
appreciate how hard their bodies work to keep them
going every single day.
Learning to love and value your body is just as
important of a skill to gain in college as academic
success and without this skill, academic success can
become impossible.

and include the author’s name, year in
school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
colu m ns. Colu m n ist s shou ld keep
submissions to about 500 words in
length and include the author’s name
and position.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Da ily G amecock a nd must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.
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Four-act plays to opera’s funnier side
USC’s ‘Martha’ features guest star,
Gourmet Shop owner Linda Hiltner
Sydney Patterson

SPATTERSON@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

“Martha,” an opera written by Friedrich von
Flotow and first performed in 1847, tells the story of
Harriet, maid of honor of Queen Anne who becomes
bored with her regular courtly life and decides to run
away to the country with the help of her friend Nancy
and her cousin and suitor Sir Tristan.
The two women impersonate maidservants who
are looking for work, accidentally getting themselves
stuck in a yearlong contract with two farmers, Lionel
and Plunkett. The two farmers fall in love with the
women — Lionel with Harriett, who renamed herself
Martha for the adventure, and Plunkett with Nancy,
renamed Julia. Harriett rejects Lionel, but after a
discovery of his true identity, the tables are turned.
Opera at USC will be performing the four-act

romantic comedy this Friday, Saturday and Sunday
in Drayton Hall. While the opera will be sung in
German, the English translation will be projected
above the stage for the audience to read.
Despite the stereotype of opera as a morose and
dramatic art form, cast members say this particular
show lends itself to the funnier side of things, drawing
particularly on physical humor.
“This production has a great amount of comedy,”
vocal performance graduate student Michael Gray
said. “People think of the opera as being this serious
art form where people fall in love and die while
wearing Viking garb. That really is only the case in
a few examples of opera. Opera is much more about
poking fun at societal norms and slapstick humor.”
Linda Hiltner, owner and operator of The Gourmet
Shop in Five Points, will serve as a special guest for
the show, playing the non-singing part of Queen
Mary. She has worked with Opera at USC planning
and catering after-performance galas for years, but
will make her transition to the stage this weekend.

“Her presence is graceful and we love having her as
a part of the cast. This is the first time she has been a
part of the onstage action in an opera,” Eric Kesler, a
graduate vocal performance student playing the part
of Plunkett, said.
The show will also feature guest conductor John
Edward Niles , a graduate of Carnegie Mellon
University who is visiting from the Evelyn Lear
and Thomas Stewart Emerging Singers Program in
Washington, D.C. He has specialized throughout
his career in bringing operas to new areas, and
will continue the tradition, as this performance of
“Martha” will be a first for the Columbia area.
The piece saw immense popularity in the late
19th and 20th centuries, and was even performed for
and greatly enjoyed by former President Abraham
Lincoln and his wife at Grover’s Theatre in D.C.
“This opera was once the most performed opera
in Europe, however, it has fallen out of the modern
repertoire,” Gray said. “So what we have here is a
chance to see something that most people never
get a chance to see as opposed to La Traviata, The
Marriage of Figaro , etc., which are performed
frequently.”
Despite the show’s age and lack of many recent
performances, Opera at USC, with its cast of
undergraduate and graduate faces, will hope to update
and refresh this classic forerunner of the romantic
comedy.
“Martha” will run all weekend, at 7:30 p.m. on
Friday and Saturday and 3 p.m. on Sunday. Tickets
will be $5 for students with a CarolinaCard, $15 for
faculty and military and $20 for adults. They are
available at 803-777-0058 and at the door.

Courtesy of Matt Francis Photography

Opera at USC will put on the German romantic comedy “Martha” at Drayton Hall this weekend. The four-act
production trades morose for more light-hearted humor.

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix

Life in plastic, not fantastic
Carolina Beautiful makes
example of life-size Barbie
Julianne Lewis

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Carolina is, just for this week, full of
Caro
Barbie girls in a Barbie world.
As part of Carolina Beautiful:
Celebrate Your Body Week, lifeCele
si z e ver sion s of c h i ld hood
f
favorites,
Barbie and G.I. Joe,
are traveling around campus
— complete with bikini tops
and sculpted biceps.
The papier-mache Barbie and
G Joe dolls were built by the
G.I.
US chapter of the American
USC
Society of Mechanical Engineers.
So
Life-size Barbie, bu ilt to
proportion,
is 5 feet, 9 inches
p
tall
t and has a 36-inch bust, 18inch waist and 33-inch hips .
She
S wears a size three shoe. The
Carolina
Carolin Beautiful Week model exactly
mirrors the dimensions of the doll-size
classic, on a grander scale, pointing out
some fflaws in the idealized Barbie’s
frame. If Barbie were a real, living
woman,
woman she would lack the requisite
17 to 22 percent of body fat required to
menstruate
menstru , according to the Student
Health Services website.
The USC Barbie is dressed in a
black bikini
top and skirt — the only
b
things they
could find that would fit
t
her unu
unusual size.
“Clearly
she would topple over,
“Clea
seeing how top-heavy she is,” USC
dietician Kristen Tice said.
G.I. Joe’s
dimensions are equally
J
disproportional.
His biceps measure
disprop

Parker Jennette / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Life-size papier-mache Barbie and G.I. Joe dolls make an appearance at all Carolina Beautiful Week events.
about 20 inches, his waist 27 inches and his chest
50 inches.
“ We accompl ished t he d i f f ic u lt t a sk
fairly easily,” said Travis Edwards , fourthyear mechanical engineering student who
spearheaded the project. “We focused on getting
the extremities exact so that made it look even
less natural.”
“The dolls may have been more aesthetically
pleasing if an artist had worked on them,”
Edwards said.
But despite their lack of real, humanlike
features and appearance, the dolls accurately
portray the images the toys have modeled for
decades. And that was the main goal behind the
project: to unveil what is being marketed as the
ideal body type in the minds of young children.

“I hope that students can see how society
plants that seed in their brains from such a
young age, even now with the media, and they
can realize that’s what is happening and to not
pay attention to it,” Tice said.
A recent study done by the National Eating
Disorders Association suggests that over 18
percent of college students engage in compulsive
exercise and over 7 percent engage in compulsive
eating behaviors.
Furthermore, 91 percent of women on
a college campus surveyed had attempted to
control their weight through dieting and 22
percent diet “often” or “always.”
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix
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Simpson’s CINEMA Superheroes
Tyler Simpson

TSIMPSON@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

There is nothing more entertaining in the
movie industry than a superhero movie. For
many summers now, audiences have treated
themselves to watch superheroes kick pulverize
the bad guys and walk out of the theaters more
than satisfied. This summer will no doubt be
the same with the upcoming releases of films
like “The Dark Knight Rises” and “The Amazing
Spider-Man.” However, the superhero genre has
hit a very rough start this year with the recent
release of “Ghost Rider: Spirit of Vengeance,”
which has proved that watching Nicolas Cage
give loopy performances is no longer amusing.
On top of that, worry currently exists about
how the upcoming “Avengers” movie will turn
out, given its star-studded cast and all of the
resources invested in the project. To help get our
minds off this worry, let’s all look back at some
of the greater superhero films.

1.“The Dark Knight”
An obvious entry into this list is a movie that
is highly considered to be not only the greatest
superhero film, but one of the greatest films in any
genre. “The Dark Knight” was the movie everyone
was talking about, from the sudden death of one of
its actors to the Best Picture snub at the Academy
Awards. The movie did walk away with the Best
Supporting Actor award for the late Heath Ledger,
whose performance as a more vicious and intelligent
Joker stole the show. “The Dark Knight” was the
first thing outside of “Batman Begins” to completely
substitute superhero cheese for brilliant direction
from Christopher Nolan, excellent acting all around
and existential questions and substantive issues.
“The Dark Knight” really set a whole new standard
for the superhero genre.

2. “Kick-Ass”
Yes, I am including this in the superhero genre.
From director Matthew Vaughn comes the movie
that temporarily made Nicolas Cage cool again.
Though “K ick-Ass” is considered a superhero
fi lm, it’s far beyond the typical camp found in the
superhero genre. Major controversy for this film
was aimed at Hit-Girl, played by Chloe Grace
Moretz, whose character is no older than 11. Yet the

screenplay had her dropping the f-bomb and slicing
bad guys’ throats. This was only one of the aspects
that added to this movie’s sense of anarchy, as “KickAss” was delightfully profane and insanely violent.

3.“The Incredibles”

off. “Watchmen” boasts a brilliantly dark mood,
a complex storyline and very intriguing themes,
despite its prolonged and unnecessary sex scene, as
well as the pokes at Dr. Manhattan’s blue junk.

5.“Unbreakable”

Leave it to Pixar to think up a fun story that
combines the elements of a great superhero film,
family drama and spy thriller. Just like “Watchmen”
(2009), “The Incredibles” features a story where
superheroes are forced into retirement to live like
normal people. The movie focuses on one family
of superheroes, who are pulled into action after the
father, voiced by Craig T. Nelson, jumps back into
the superhero game and finds trouble. This is a
superhero film that has something for the young and
the old. While the kids get a kick out of watching
Violet and Dash, older comic book fans will geek out
about the fi lm’s superhero references. Written and
directed by Brad Bird, “The Incredibles” is not only
one of the more enjoyable superhero films, but one
of the greater Pixar films.

“Unbreakable” is definitely one of the least
remembered within the genre. The movie stars
Bruce Willis as David Dunn, a Philadelphia security
guard who slowly discovers he may be a superhero
after surviving a train wreck that kills 131 others. A
comic book collector with osteogenesis imperfecta,
played by Samuel L. Jackson, stalks him because
he is fully convinced David is a superhero. The
movie was written by M. Night Shyamalan as a
study that explores the correlations between the real
world and the mythologies of the superhero world.
“Unbreakable” doesn’t live up to Shyamalan’s name
after he directed “The Sixth Sense” (1999), but what
really sells the movie is its suspense and excellent
character development.
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix

4.“Watchmen”
There are very few superhero films designed to be
adult-oriented, and none as much as “Watchmen.”
And while the average superhero film centers on an
origin story, “Watchmen” is a film that tackles dark
premises and asks questions that few others ever
bother to: Is being a superhero always good? What
would have happened if America hadn’t lost in the
Vietnam War? If a superhero is equal to a god, is
that something to celebrate or to fear? The movie
takes place in an alternate reality where superheroes
play a major role in historical events, until the
government decides it’s time for the masks to stay
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CHANGING
CAROLINA

5K

Saturday, Feb. 25
10 a.m.
FREE and OPEN to
USC students, faculty & staff only

Begins on Greene St. in front of Russell House

thegamecock

Info/register: www.sa.sc.edu/shs/cw/5k

real eating disorders

real students who struggle with them speak out

thursday feb. 23
@ 4 pm
russell house
room 315
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HOUSING

EMPLOYMENT

SUBLEASE WILSHIRE HOUSE
APARTMENT
1100 Wheat Street- 1BR 1BA
spacious apartment. Looking
for someone to sublease this
apartment for $846/month
(includes water) from March 1st
til end of July! Great for USC
students-Strom Thurmond gym
is right across the street and
all campus buildings are within
walking distance. Please email
Matt at kellymf@email.sc.edu or
call 732-343-1475

EMPLOYMENT
LIFEGUARD - AM shifts Tue. Fri. 6am-2pm & weekends . E-mail
resume & availability dcartee@harbisoncommunity.com.

EMPLOYMENT

LINE AD RATES

EMPLOYMENT
Experienced Personal Trainers
Needed
Located a mile from campus. PT
available. Contact Anne Marie for
details. 803.799.9455
Email mfulmer44@aol.com

NOW HIRING!
SWIM TEACHERS!
Pay starts @ $10 per hour.
Free Training and Certification.
Email Jim Reiser @
swimprofessor@sc.rr.com
your current availability,
background/qualifications, and if
you will be here for the summer.
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN!
Maine camp needs fun loving
counselors tgo teach all land,
adventure & water sports. Great
summer! Call (888)4844-8080
apply: campcedar.com

Make this summer different!!
The YMCA of Columbia is on the
hunt for AMAZING staff to
mentor campers at our 4 day
camp locations. If interested
check out the Careers section
at www.columbiaymca.org!
M.Fresh & M.Vista
M Gourmet Group is looking
for energetic individuals with
culinary interest to join our kitchen
team---no experience required.
Starting pay is $8.25 /hour plus
complimentary meals. Please
apply to: www.miyos.com.
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TRAVEL
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
$189 for 5-Days. All prices
include: Round-trip luxury party
cruise. Accommodations on
the island at your choice of 13
resorts. Appalachia Travel. www.
BahamaSun.com 800-867-5018

1st insertion: $2.50 / line
Subsequent: $1.50 / line

ADDITIONAL INFO
Two line minimum
Avg. line length of 30
characters

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available
for addt’l cost

OPPORTUNITIES
Bartending! Up to $250/Day. No
Experience Nec.Training Available.
800-965-6520 Ext253

DEADLINE
Noon, 1 business day
prior to publication

Go to www.dailygamecock.com and click on “Classifieds” to place your online &/or print ads. Upload your image(s) & manage your own account in one convenient place!
*FREE ONLINE ADS! Available only to USC students, faculty & staff. Just use your sc.edu email address.
Questions or special requests, call 777-3888 • Office hours: M-F 8:30am- 5pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

PHD • JORGE CHAM

THE SCENE
TOMORROW
TUNGUSKA, OCOAI,
GENERATION OF VIPERS
8 p.m., $5 over 21 / $8
under 21
New Brookland Tavern,
122 State St.

TODAY
THE RADAR CINEMA, FORCES OF A
STREET, MARRY ME JOANNA
7:30 p.m., $5 over 21 / $8 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

HOROSCOPES

Aries

Yo u’ v e g o t t o n s o f
energy for making big
st r ide s towa rd f i na l
outcomes. Don’t worry
about details right now.
Your easy humor lets
you coast to victory.

Taurus

A slow morning
leads to big-pic t u re
conversat ions w it h a
broad out look. Take
notes. New doors are
open i ng for g reater
leadership.

Gemini

Continue developing
partnerships in
impossible places. In
case of doubt, review
the instructions. Put
you r s el f i n a not her
person’s shoes.

Cancer

A s i f y ou’r e not
busy enough, there’s
more work com i ng.
Someone shows
you how to use
technology to increase
p r o d u c t i v i t y. Tw o
heads are better than
one.

Leo

Don’t wait u nt il t he
last minute to f inish
projects. It’s about to
get intense, and you
want to make it to the
finish line. Relax with
friends after a job well
done.

“BODY WORLDS VITAL”
10 a.m. to 5 p.m., $18
South Carolina State Museum, 301 Gervais St.

HALEY DREIS, EMILY HEARN,
CAREY MURDOCK
7 p.m. do or s / 8 p.m.
show, $5 st udents / $10
non-students
Conundrum Music Hall,
626 Meeting St.

You keep your family
t o g e t he r w it h y o u r
capacit y to see bot h
sides of the story. Create
better communication
channels. Don’t get too
serious.

02/23/12

Enjoy the sunshine, if
you can. A partner’s
encouragement
empowers you. Faceto-face interactions
produce great ideas.
Follow your schedule.

Aquarius

Libra

Yo u g e t a m o r a l e
booster. Now see if you
can pass it on. There
are many opportunities
for growth, especially
in your relationships.
Let them k now what
you heard.
There may be
morning grumpiness
or f r u s t r at io n . G e t
i nto projec t s w it h
diligence and passion,
and afternoon energy
relaxes. Look for
beauty, and find it.

You can really make
it happen. Su rrou nd
you r sel f w it h t ho se
who t r u ly support
your creat ive v ision.
T here’s no need for
extravagance.

Pisces

Enjoy peaceful
moments. See yourself
in a new light. You r
enthusiasm and
c re at i v it y a re qu it e
attractive. You’re more
appreciated than you
know.

@thegamecock

Columbia Charlotte Shuttle

S

CLETUS BALTIMORE
8 p.m., $6
5 Points Pub, 2020 Devine St.

Capricorn

Virgo

Scorpio

Sagittarius

Put the pieces together.
There’s nothing that
can stop you now. You
c a n a lway s get help
for t he pu zz le s you
don’t u nder st a nd. A
friendship thrives.

BRYSON JENNINGS W/ MARK
TAYLOR JR. BAND
8 p.m., $5
5 Points Pub, 2020 Devine
St.
JEREMIAH RICHEY
10:30 p.m., $5
Tin Roof, 1022 Senate St.

The Charlotte Airport Just Got Closer
Heyents!
tud
$49 each way • Pick up/drop off at USC
www.ColumbiaCharlotteShuttle.com • (803) 783-5123

02/23/12

1 2 3 4

for 02/22/12

ACROSS
1 Trespass
4 With 36- and 62Across, kids’ ball
game, and
something this
puzzle’s four
longest answers
have in common
10 Collar or jacket
14 TNT element?
15 Ring of color
16 Powerful TV
princess
17 One of the
Gershwins
18 Early Mary Tyler
Moore role
20 Puts in a fresh
pot
22 Habeas corpus et
al.
23 Name of three
presidents
24 Noodle product?
26 Glacial ridge
27 Horticulturist’s
hangout
31 Happy coworker?
33 Some TV
screens
34 Go for, as a prize
35 Hogwarts
messengers
36 See 4-Across
38 Tower city
39 Bolo, for one
40 Nudge
41 “I’m outta here!”
42 Meeting of
Congress
44 “Les Girls”
actress Elg
46 Latin word on a
cornerstone
47 Getaway
49 Ionian Sea
island
52 Place for a
bargain?
54 She played Carla
Tortelli on
“Cheers”
57 Genetic carrier
58 Arena level
59 2009 Ruben
Studdard album
60 Held by us
61 Numbers for one
62 See 4-Across
63 Little thing to pick
DOWN
1 Recipe direction
2 Discount rack

abbr.
3 She played
Nicole Chapman
on “Fame”
4 Trivia game that
involves blufﬁng
5 Autumn color
6 Neither
masculine nor
feminine
7 Fashion designer
Michael
8 She, in São
Paulo
9 Jabber
10 Cast-ofthousands
actors
11 Actress Hatcher
12 “Don’t count __!”
13 Rob Roy refusals
19 Washstand
vessels
21 Gets the
consolation prize
24 Creep
25 Snappy dresser
28 1996 Madonna
role
29 Increase
30 Wine bottle
datum
31 Colon’s pair
32 Abrasion, to a tot
33 Inc. abroad
36 Golfer’s
selection

Solutions from 02/22/12

37 Thing to avoid
38 2011 TV show
with multiple
pilots
40 Calendar girl
41 Trafﬁc cop’s
request
43 Jungle journey
44 Working (with)
45 Lash out at
48 World-weariness
49 PC monitors
50 River formed at
Pittsburgh
51 Lively dance
52 L.A.’s Sunset,

JUNIOR BREAKFAST

BURRITO
AVAILABLE LATE NIGHT

e.g.
53 Bakery offering
55 Stately tree
56 Louis XIV, par
exemple

WOODHILL MALL — NEXT TO TARGET
FIVE POINTS — NEXT TO WALGREEN
WALGREEN’SS

STARTING AT 10:30 PM—THURSDAY THRU SUNDAY MORNING
ORNING
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USC softball throttles Winthrop at home
Gamecocks boosted by oﬀensive performance
in early innings in rout of Lady Eagles
Eric Black

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

The South Carolina softball team looked very
determined Wednesday night at Beckham Field, as it
came out on fire and blasted Winthrop (4-4) out of
Columbia by a score of 9-1 in five innings of play.
The Gamecocks (7-3) wasted no time after the first
pitch. They managed to score seven runs and knock
two pitchers out of the game in the first two innings,
picking up right where they left off after a 15-run
performance last Sunday.
Starting pitcher Audrey Broyles blew through
Winthrop’s first three batters in the top of the first
inning. In the bottom half of the same inning, South
Carolina’s offense was able to bat through the lineup,
taking a 4-0 lead and forcing Winthrop’s starting
pitcher out of the game with only one out recorded.
After another efficient pitching job in the second
inning by Broyles, the offense got right back at it and
scored a trio of runs, as the Gamecocks were nearly able
to bat through the order a second time.
While it may not have been a strategy she planned on,
having so many at-bats in two innings was something
coach Beverly Smith enjoyed seeing.
“Any time we can bat through the lineup, it’s great,”
Smith said. “I thought the kids did a nice job in their
at-bats of swinging at good pitches, making very good
contact and we were able to take advantage of some
walks and hit batters.”
One of those players that did particularly well at the
plate was second baseman Dana Hathorn, who went
2-for-3 on the night with two doubles and four RBIs.
Her coach’s message of needing to produce quality
at-bats has stuck with the sophomore, and she continues
to improve her game.
“My approach today was just going after first-pitch
strikes,” Hathorn said, “because over the weekend I
took the first strike and I wasn’t as aggressive. I was just
going in with the mentality of just being aggressive.”
Hathorn came up with runners on base in each of
the first two innings, and though she had potential runs
sitting on the base paths in front of her, Hathorn insists
her approach was consistent.
“I try to keep the same mentality,” Hathorn said,
“because I think if I change my mentality with people
on base it puts a lot of pressure on me. So, I just try to
keep it simple and just go up there and try to do my
job.”
After the score was raised to 7-0, the Eagles’ second
pitcher entered the game and was able to keep South
Carolina scoreless for the following two innings.
The Gamecocks had no such pitching problems as
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The Gamecocks took a 4-0 lead after the first inning en route to a 9-1 victory in five innings over Winthrop.
Broyles pitched four innings and allowed just one run
on four hits. Winthrop’s only run came in the top of
the fourth, an inning in which Winthrop subbed in a
total of six players. Kierstyn White then took over and
pitched herself into and out of a jam in the fifth.
“I think any time a pitcher’s doing great it brings a lot
of confidence and it just helps carry the game,” Hathorn
said. “And as a hitter, you feel more comfortable.”
South Carolina reignited its offense once more in
the bottom of the fifth. Shelby Gonzalez and Hannah
Milks both reached base with singles, and Codee Yeske,
who came in to play shortstop for Samie Garcia in
the fourth inning, reached base on a fielding error by
Winthrop’s third baseman.
With no outs and the bases loaded, the Eagles put
their starting pitcher, who had been pulled after one

out in the first, back in the game. She had not improved
while sitting on the bench, as she effectively ended the
game by hitting Kaitlin Westfall and walking Evan
Childs, mistakes that pushed two runs across the plate
and upped the score to a final of 9-1.
Smith was more than happy to see her squad cut the
game short.
“We have the eight-run rule in softball,” Smith said,
“so if you’re ahead by eight [runs] after five [innings],
the game’s over. Any time we have an opportunity to do
that we want to do it, so I was proud that our team went
ahead and put the game away.”

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports
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Women’s tennis beats No. 17 Tigers
Gamecocks get 4-3 win against
Clemson, first since 2006
Chris Stanley

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

The Sout h Carolina women’s tennis team
joined its fellow varsity sports in defeating instate archrival Clemson Wednesday.
The Gamecocks upset the No. 17 Tigers 4-3 for
their fi rst win against them since 2006.
“The team is very, extremely happy with this
victory,” said head coach Arlo Elkins. “It’s always a
tough go against Clemson and it’s very important
to get these victories when we can so we can keep
moving in the direction that we want.”
This was the fi rst victory against Clemson for
senior Anya Morgina, who owned the night with
a two-set victory in her singles match against
No. 55 Keri Wong and an 8-1 win in her doubles
match against Clemson’s No. 38-ranked doubles
team of Wong and Beatrice Gumulya.
“It feels so awesome because since I’ve been
here we have never beat Clemson,” Morgina said.
“Everything we did today just went perfectly. My
doubles win helped me push for my singles win
and I felt good on the court all day.”
Morgina’s doubles partner, Jaklin Alawi, turned
in a crucial performance as well. The Long Beach
State transfer clinched the winning point against
the Tigers in her singles win against doubles foe
Gumulya.
After Alawi dropped her fi rst set 6-4 by losing
three consecutive games, she played back by
dominating the second set 6-1 to set up a crucial
third set. In the third set, Alawi would see herself
down 2-4 before ripping off four straight wins to
put the Gamecocks up 4-3 and seal a win against
the Tigers.
“We knew going in we would have to fight the
whole time because it’s Clemson,” Alawi said. “I
saw the girls fighting on the other courts and I
thought that I should not give up because it would
not be fair to them. That’s how it always should
be.”
The other singles wins for the Gamecocks came
from Katerina Popova who won her match in
three sets of 6-0, 2-6 and another 6-0 to seal her
victory. Recently moved into the starting lineup,
Swedish native Josefin A ndersson showed she
belonged with the starters by defeating Monika
Kochanova in straight sets.
“That girl is a very good player,” Elkins said.
“It shows a lot of guts and intensity on her part
and we are pleased to see her come back from
the injuries she’s endured over the past couple of
years.”
Adriana Pereira and Dominika Kanakova would
take both of their matches into three sets. Pereira
won her first set but dropped the next two to
Clemson’s Romy Koelzer. Kanakova would lose
her fi rst set, come back to win her second but then
lose her third set.
The 4-3 win had already been clinched by the
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The women’s tennis team beat Clemson for the first time since 2006 in the new outdoor Carolina Tennis Center.
time the Pereira and Kanakova fi nished playing.
Singles matches proved to be key factors in the
Gamecocks win as they would fall behind early
in doubles play. Despite Morgina and A lawi’s
dominating performance, Clemson took the other
two doubles matches for the fi rst point.
“It’s equally important to do well in both singles
and doubles,” Elkins said. “When you win the
doubles point that seems to be really important,
then again if you lose the doubles point then you
have to pull it out in the singles, and we were able
to do that today.”
A nder sson a nd K a na kova showed st rong
character by fighting back to a 7-6 score after
falling behind 6-1 to Clemson’s Nelly Ciolkowski
and Kolzer only to be defeated in the fi nal game

8-6.
The ot her G a mecock duo of Popova a nd
Pereira took their opponents to a tiebreaker
game after playing the Tiger’s Kochanova and
Klara Vyskocilova to an 8-8 tie. However the
Gamecocks ran out of steam late as the Tigers
dominated the tiebreaker 7-1.
“I t hank God we had a good effort in t he
singles,” Elkins said. “We thought we had a good
chance in the singles and we played extremely
well for this victory, which against Clemson has
not been so easy the past six to ten years.”
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports

Gamecocks prepare for road test at Kentucky
Women’s hoops looking
for top-4 seed in SEC
Kyle Heck

KHECK@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Through nearly 27 games this year,
the South Carolina women’s basketball
team avoided the injury bug, with the
exception being the concussion senior
Courtney Newton sustained earlier in
the season.
However, during the second half
of t he w in at A labama, sta ndout
freshman Aleighsa Welch went down
with a knee injury that will force her
to miss tonight’s crucial game at No.
13 Kentucky.
The k nee sprain isn’t expected
to keep Welch out for long, but the
G a mecock s w i l l m iss her i nside
presence as they seek their first win
in Lexington since 2008 and more
importantly, the team’s first NCAA
bid since 2009.
Before t he i nju r y, Welc h wa s
averaging a team-best 6.1 rebounds
per game and 22 blocks.
“I think this train really keeps on
rolling,” said USC coach Dawn Staley.
“She does leave a big void in that she
gives us an option of bringing the ball
up the floor. She gives us an offensive
t h reat. A nd of cou rse, we lose a
rebounder. At the same time, I think
our kids are focused in on just getting
the win. No matter who we’re taking
to Lexington, I like who we’re taking
to Lexington. We‘re going to put
ourselves in a position to compete.”
Staley said that, even though Welch
is just a freshman, she has handled the
news of having to miss a game well.
“She’s in a good place,” Staley said.
“I think it’s not a season-ending injury
so that’s helpful. From my perspective,
it’s pain tolerance at this point. She’s a
tough kid. Injury is just a small bleep in
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USC senior Ieasia Walker said the Gamecocks need to limit their turnovers in this
matchup against Kentucky after having 29 in the loss to the Wildcats at home.
a wonderful season she’s been having.
Hopefully, it’ll make her stronger.”
The last time out on the court,
USC shot a season-high 55.6 percent
from the field in the 69-55 win over
the Crimson Tide. That percentage,
however, covered up the 21 turnovers
and 22 offensive rebounds given up by
the team.

USC may have been able to
overcome t hose numbers against
last-place A laba ma, but it l i kely
will not work against the secondplace Wildcats, who defeated t he
Gamecocks 66-58 in January.
In the last matchup against the
Wildcats, Carolina outrebounded
Kentuck y by 10, but 29 turnovers

doomed the Gamecocks.
“We need to limit our turnovers,”
said senior Ieasia Walker. “They had
32 points off our turnovers and I think
we had over 20 turnovers that game,
so we want to emphasize taking care
of the ball and being more deliberate
in our movements on offense.”
Despite the turnovers, the close
score gives the Gamecocks confidence
even though the game is on the road.
Kentucky has been perfect this season
on its home court, but the Gamecocks
were also able to upset Tennessee on
the road.
“At this point, I think the Kentucky
Wildcats k now what k ind of team
they’re going to face in the University
of South Carolina,” Staley said. “For
us, the SEC Tournament is on the
road. The NCA A Tournament is
going to be on the road. We’ve got to
take care of the road and we’ve been a
pretty good road team thus far.”
W it h ju st t wo reg u la r sea son
games remaining, USC is focused on
getting two more wins to guarantee
t hemselves a place in t he NCA A
tournament. As of now, ESPN projects
the Gamecocks as a sixth seed in the
tournament, but a slipup tonight and
Sunday could put South Carolina in
jeopardy.
“The NCAA Tournament is what
it is,” Staley said. “I think we’ve done
prett y much what we’ve needed to
do to get in, but I think for us, we’re
trying to get one of the top four spots
in the SEC Tournament, so we won’t
have to play on the first day. We’re
playing for that, and I think Kentucky
is playing to try to get the top seed in
the SEC Tournament, so it’s a pretty
big deal. Our kids are focused and
ready to go.”
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports

